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Provincial Life and the Military in Imperial Japan: The Phantom Samurai (Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia)Routledge, 2009
In contrast to the enduring stereotype of a ‘nation of samurai’, this book uses provincial newspapers and local records to hear the voices of ordinary people living in imperial Japan through several decades of war and peace. These voices reveal the authentic experiences, opinions and emotions of men, women and children. They show...
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Themes of the American Civil War: The War Between the StatesRoutledge, 2009
Themes of the American Civil War offers a timely and useful guide to this vast topic for a new generation of students. The volume provides a broad-ranging assessment of the causes, complexities, and consequences of America’s most destructive conflict to date. The essays, written by top scholars in the field, and reworked for this...
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Advances in Civil Engineering and Infrastructural Development: Select Proceedings of ICRACEID 2019 (Lecture Notes in Civil Engineering, 87)Springer, 2020

	This book comprises selected proceedings of the International Conference on Recent Advancements in Civil Engineering and Infrastructural Developments (ICRACEID 2019). The contents are broadly divided into five areas (i) smart transportation with urban planning, (ii) clean energy and environment, (iii) water distribution and waste...
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Environmental Justice: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues)ABC Clio, 1996
Environmentalism and the civil rights movement have been two of the most important social movements in the United States over the past half century. At first glance, these two great movements would appear to have little or nothing in common with each other. And, in fact, some observers have argued that steps taken to improve the...
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An Introduction to Modeling and Simulation of Particulate Flows (Computational Science and Engineering)SIAM, 2007
The relatively recent increase in computational power available for mathematical modeling and simulation raises the possibility that modern numerical methods can play a significant role in the analysis of complex particulate flows. This introductory monograph focuses on basic models and physically based computational solution strategies for the...
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The Government Machine: A Revolutionary History of the ComputerMIT Press, 2003
Sitting in the reading rooms of the Public Record Office in London, a historian is in the center of a museum of organization. Copies of the catalogue to the museum fill several walls (although these are now complemented by online versions). The catalogue lists are dominated by references to objects of one kind: the file. The file has in its...
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Fundamentals of Structural EngineeringSpringer, 2013

	Fundamentals of Structural Engineering provides a balanced, seamless treatment of both classic, analytic methods and contemporary, computer-based techniques for conceptualizing and designing a structure. The book?s principle goal is to foster an intuitive understanding of structural behavior based on problem solving experience for...
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Cryptography: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2002
We are surrounded by cryptography, from the ATM, where we withdraw cash, mobile phones, and the Internet, to workplace security systems that protect business secrets, and the civil and military codes that protect the skies above us.

In this fascinating introduction to how cryptography actually works, Fred Piper and Sean Murphy highlight...
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Project Management for Construction: Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and BuildersPrentice Hall, 1989
This book is provided on the worldwide web as a service to the community of  practitioners and students. Reproduction for educational purposes is permitted  with appropriate citation. If you find this work helpful or have suggestions for  additions or corrections, please email Chris Hendrickson: cth@cmu.edu. A  hardcopy Instructor's Manual with...
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Project Management and Engineering Research: AEIPRO 2017 (Lecture Notes in Management and Industrial Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This is the Proceedings of the 20th International Congress on Project Management and Engineering, that was held at the Technical University of Cartagena, Spain, from July 13 to 15, 2016. It brings together a collection of recent works of researchers and professionals in the Project Management and Engineering fields of Civil Engineering and...
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John P. Slough: The Forgotten Civil War GeneralUniversity of New Mexico Press, 2021

	
		John Potts Slough, the Union commander at the Battle of Glorieta Pass, lived a life of relentless pursuit for success that entangled him in the turbulent events of mid-nineteenth-century America. As a politician, Slough fought abolitionists in the Ohio legislature and during Kansas Territory's fourth and final constitutional...
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Financing Information and Communication Infrastructure Needs in the Developing World: Public and Private RolesWorld Bank Publications, 2005
Over the past ten years, private-sector-led growth has revolutionized access to telecommunications. Every region of the developing world benefitted in terms of investment and rollout. This revolution would have been impossible without government reform and oversight. Advanced information and communication infrastructure (ICI) are increasingly...
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